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Abstract
We present a new three-dimensional container"packillg algoritl®. The aJ80rithn1 is truly
\\ "0
tI-Jee~dimellsional, thus, overcoming the\ limitatiolis ofllay~ring aIgoritlllns, especially when
,\ . OJ . 0' - ,.' - - - I,
a large number of parcel types is used, The algorithm sequentially places parcel~)nto the
, . I' n
container 1.lsfuglocalised heuristic information" and makes use of a balanced tree to stor~
pot;}Fial' packing positions. Th~ rc:sult ~ an algorithm wjth time complexity O(kAlogn), ,.
0where kis the number of parcel types, and n the nl'aximum number of parcels,,~rhat c~ be
.o
. placed, Test resul~s/including a comparative test, are v~ry favourable, and show that the
c
algorithms performance actu~y inc, .,J.~,es'as the number of.parcel types.is mct<~ased.This
<: Ii I,
l~ a direct result of the three-dimenslonal algorithm facilitating the utilisation of all useful
packing positipns using the variety of pal-cel sizes available.
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION fj I}
1.1 General IDtJ;~dnction
"':..~ , Zj
"
\\
Packing is, the partitioning of a resource into a number of pre-defued portions; Three-
dimensional container ~cking usually concerns placing as many pre-defined parcel types
",,,_. - . )!
into a storage container as possible.
/1
I!
This report discusses. a new truly three-dimensional container packing algorithm. The
i\ ' (I
algorithm is'based on the author's Drop'~Search Heuristic algorithm [Aspoas 1992]. The
existing algorithm is modified to allow real-valued container and parcel dimensions. The
new, algorithm i~ truly three-dimensional, ll{stead of '2+1' <funensional (where the
algorithm is based on fa two-dimensional approach). Tbis' addresses the problem of
unusable covered space and also allows the simplification of the heuristic evaluation
((
system used. The time complexity the algorithm is, shown to be O(h.77.iogn),where k is
the,number of parcel types, and n the maximum number of parcels that can be placed'.
I)
The algorithm seql.lehVallYplaces parcels into the container using localised heuristlc
information, and makeJiuse of a balanced tree to store potential packing positions. Test
results, including a comparative 'test, are very favourable, and show that the algorithm's , .
o '::::). ,- -_ ;
performance actually increases as the number of parcehtypes is,Jncreased. This is a direct
D \'1
result of the fully three-dimensional algorithm. facilitating the utilisation of all useful
packing positions using the variety of parcel sizes available. 1:~ '"
y " ,
The remainder of this chapter includes a review of the relevant literature andihe resulting
research directions. Chapter 2 discusses the development of the Drop-Search algorithm
, .~.
1The maximum number that can be placed of the smallest parcel type present is used as It
1
,J
,~
\
into ~ non-discrete algorithm for commercial application, as well as th.e subsequent ideM
J/
which lead to the new algorithm. Chapter 3 fully/details the new algQrithm for the efficient
c:" -
identification of potential parcel positions 1flithin the container. Chapter 4 discusses the
_. . . jf il G· . '~J
alterations and simplifications made to the :heuristic evalnation system as a result of these
"
changes. In Chapter $, test results, including a comparative test, are presented. while
Chapter 6 discusses future research directions. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the report.
l\
1.2 Literature Survey
Interest in cutting and packing problems has grow~adilY from as early as the 1950s
o [Sweeney and Paternoster 1992]." The topic has ~~cte-~JesearChers from disciplines
.ranging from computer ,~cience and engineering to loii$tics and production, and includes
cutting-stock, trim-loss, bin-packing; pallet-loading, knapsack, and container packing
c'
problems [Pyckhoff 1990].
One and two-dimensional cutting problems have received the most attention, although few
optimalreasonable tin1e so~tion algorithms have' been found. This brief review is not
meant to constitute a comple\\p survey ot the packing and cutting literature. The focus of
)i
the review is on packing iter& into a single-container; using orthogonal item positioning
only. The reader is referred to [Dowsland and Dowsland 1992} and [Sweeney and
Paternoster 1992] for a broader view of the research area.
1.2.1 One-Dimensional Packing
Pe~haps the Simplest one-dimensional cutting or, knapsack problem inVOi'.r " cutting a
given length into a number of required smaller stock:cle!l8ths, so as to minimise the length
left over. Practical applications include cutting a length of\vood or piping into required
Iengths. and memocy a1i(X;~gonin multi ..process systems.
0)
2
\\
,'"'f:r,,''''''''''''' c t: ~,' u
,.,."' '''i''"Ffu~6hbergand Wong present a polynomial time algorithm for solving this problem ~peij
there, are only':'iwo stock lengths [Hirschberg and WOllg 19761. Further, c0:t~et al((
~w t~ ~ long ~ u: number otmrent stock lengths w~ then the proJ!b is " .!~~'
solvable m polynomial time, although tll\~degree of the polynomial IMy be too h ~-'~~~c-~
,p~actically u~efu1[Coffman et al 1984].
(,' r.
:.\
In'general, ¥;pwever, this problem is NP·rromplete (proof by transformation from partition
[Garey ruff Johnson 1979])., If the n¥.i~hberof significant (digits lJ$ed' in the length
represen~ion is restrict:d~ then the prJ~~lem is solvable in pseUdQ~~OIyno~ time by
dynamy,lprogramming [Garey and Johnf;ond979]. Additional constraints andJactors such
as, m,.,~,I(;\;pJe inllW lengths fm~'J: in~ tlie complexity of such approaches [QoulimiS
'. \ \) , )\
19~~],'}'i" .."
_/? ,0\,!
/1 .'J . il,,{~, f':' iF , ",,'
Due to the fonpidable complexity of Gijhr'\~such problems, and' many related, more
'/ k'" . !''', '
difficult. one-dimensional problems, most :~ork has focused on finding appro*Imation or
Beurtstic hpproaches for obtaining practically useful results.
o
,. Since the knapsack problem can be.formclated as an integ~r-progrru.nming problem (for
which the general case, is NP-complete [G,arey and Johnson 1979]), much of this work has
focused on appreximation techniques for integer programming. This usumIY involves the
'integeris~lion' of linear programming' using branch and bound and cu'tting .plane
techniqudls. Practi~~ly useful results, in terms of time taken and ..quality of resu't, have
been obtained using these approaches [Stadtler 1,290][Goulimis 1990]. Ii
Heuristics based more on common sense than mathematics, such as the First Fit
c )~ _.... ;\ _ _ - -- _ _',_, - _ '.' - ,
Decreasing algorithm [Gare~:i;~(l Johnson 1979] and its derivatives, have ~o"been shown,
to provide practically useful solutions [Vasko et a11994].
((
3
o1.2.2 'J~~o..Dimensional Packing ,)\ "
T .:t::"" o ; a1 kin bl II~ljV f h Al_' a1 c· dwo-ormensiorr pac g pro ems are a ge,l.1er~atil?n 0 t e one-rnmension case, an
',: ....• . '. \~~). \"
include pallet loading, bin packing and stock cutting [Dyckhoff 1990].
,;.
Pallet loading concerns placing as many identical rectangular items onto a rectangular
loading area (pallet) as .possible. It is usually assumed that items must be placed
ort~ggona11y to the sides of the pallet.
Various heuristic methods have been developed. Bischoff and Dowsland find patterns
which provide a good fit along the perimeter of, the pallet, and then extend these patterns
towards the centre, filling th~ remaining space [Bischoff and Dowsland 1982].
Interestingly, a comprehet!'}ive comparison has shown the Bischoff and Dowsland
_ algorithm above to be optimal in over 95% of the tested cases [Dowsland ~m4Dowsland ','
1992]. This is a strong in91cation that heuristic approaches have a definite role to play in
tackling packing problems.
Anoth~r heuristic approach used is to reduce the problem to oi\e .;,dipIension [~9wslahd
and Dowsland 19921. This is done by dividing the pallet into strips using a heuristic,
approach, and theli packing each strip using a one-dimensional algorithm (e.g, [Baker et al
'I
'e,
1981]).
'/
()
Integer programming is another solution approach commonly used. 'the algorithms used
to solve the integer programming problem are similar to those used for the one-
dimensional problem. Since the number of. variables. and constraints is gre~tly increased,
~ .,i ()
Beasley improves on the standard branch and bound algorithm using Lagrangian
relaxation, to solve moderately sized problems [Beasley 1995].
Dowsland describes an exact algorithm which runs in reasonable time for problems with
Sizes up to around 50 items [Dowsland 1987i~ Dowsland equates "the pallet-loading
4
· \
problem to It graph theory l~rob1em. The resulting search tree is then heavily pruned,
allowing reasonably sized problems to be solved optimally.
1.2.3 TIJ.~e..Dimensional Packing
\,
The increase in the complexity of the packing problem when moving from two to three'
dimensions means that exact methods are unlikely to provide practically useful algorithms.
Integer programming models can !peoretically be extended to the three-dimensional case,
although, as reported by Dowsland and Dowsland [1992], little work has been done in this
'''i
area. \\
(J
The rest of this section examines the developm~nt 6r~r-dime~sional packing heuristics.
The items to be packed into the container will be referred to as parcels. "
c' (1 -' Ci
o
:1 ~eorge. and RObin~ondeveloped an aIgqr.ithm for packing parce~ Of,cUfferent,types (sizes)
}illlto a single container [George and Robinson lQ,80].J'he container 1Spacked one layer at
a time, and in turn, eachlayer is packed by placing columns J>f parcels across th~ layer's
, , ' 0
width. This wall-building approach reduces the three-dbpensional problem to" a two-
~, 0
dimensional one.
The parcel types are each given a ranking according to seve~n1 criteria. including the size
of ~pe slUallest dimension and the size of the largest dime)1sion. The depth of each new
layer is determined by the highest ranked remaining parcel type. and the layer is packed
with parcels of the same type using a regular packing pattern with each parcel in the same
orientation. Remaining' space"within the layer, or space made up by combining this with
previously remaining space, is then packed using the same algorithm and using other
parcel!< )es. This-approach is clearly suited to packing parcel lists which consist of''a
relatively low mll;~r of parcel types, since this should lead to each layer being filled
.. 0
efficiently.
o
o s
Test results show that the algorithm performs well on aetual packing problems from
industry. Variations in the algorithm result from va,rying the parcel-type ranking rules.
Different ranking roles performed better in different situations,' suggesting that a.number
of variations ~bould be tried and the pest result used'"I)
I
Bischoff and Marriott, proposed a similar algorithm to that of George and Robinson
.<;:,\:;,~.:::~,- \;
[Bischoff and M\ittiott 1990J. Here, each layer is packed with only one type of parcel,
o
regardless of wasted, space in a layer. The parcels are packed into the layer using Bischoff
and Dowsland's t~'o~dim~nsionaI packing (pallet loading) procedure discussed above.
Each layer is only one parcel deep, with the depth of a layer being determined by tM 'mo~!"
i)
\\~eful' orientation of the parcel type bein~ packed, Orientations can be. ranked accbi"djng
to a number of criteria, including percentage of the layer filled and t~le greatest number of
parcels accommodated.All remaining parcels which cannot be accommodated m a 'fiJll'
layer are packed using the-George and Roblnson algorithm.
\)
Sinte no p~rcels are placed crossing layers, the layers may be placed in the container in
any order. This means that if the distribution of the parcels is a factor (e g;.for balanoin: .
weight distribution) then the.order can be changed accotdingly.
Due to the 'one parcel type only' layering technique, it is apparent once again that the
algorithm is best suited to a parcel list consisting of a relatively low number of parcel
I,r ..
types.
Bischoff and Marriott's comparative study of variations" of the George and Robinson '.
algorithm and the Bischoff and Marriott algorithm show that the latter algorithm generally
performs better ..JBischoff and Marriott 1990]. This·is as expected due to the more
sophisticated two-dimensional algorithm used.
i!
No single variation tested proved significantly better than the rest in all situations, Bischoff
and Marriott do, however, identify that certain variations perform better in certain
()6
,\
~\
"
il
Ii
,;:~ns'. ~ leads to t~eS11g~.tion.~ a cornpO~d lie~is:ro~. used..lfere. ea.;
problem sitnanon IS examined and a few suitable solut rn V~l( xms used, with the bcs~{,
providing the final result. This approach leads to useful p ~ckil!lgresults with parcels lists of
around '=;00parcels within minutes on an 'advanced micr I'.' (., !
. 1 f
Bischoff etal discus." oIllorithmwhich, given-a panl+ofanunfr of<llffetent parcel
types, attempts to maximise the volume p~r;kedJ~ll~ a11, the garry; time provide ~.yJgh
degree of) stability [Bischoff et a11995]. In/)rderOj~Cl1i~re j~ta9f~ty,the ,algOrithmlaCkS
the (~ont.a,}nerfron~,the ~ound UP. never Jj1a01. a ~farce~"m,a i6sftion inwhich it,$' entire
base-is not supported. Viewed from abq;ve, ·t~e lowest '~Yail~blefl;It rectan~ularpacking
surface is' packed with a ]ayer; of up. to;~wolypes of~ar bels/~Sing a relativ~ly shnple two
o '. (, , II 'i, I ,i::::, Pt~;:::::Os,tt:~::k:t,y;~'~::~; :;.::m=
essentially reducing the problem to a r1iinber of two" . ~eri1;ionalproblem~, although the
" " ,,11 \.'
divisions into layers is more flexible than before. I:, c,
, " Ii
...,',11) 1\"-' I'" .
i'
"
"Bischoff et al provide test results showing that their at forit~luncconsistentlY out-performs
George and Robinson's algorithm. They identify 'frag ~ent~ltionjof :the packing surfaces
as a problem area. As the packing areas become n'iore ragIj~t~ntedjto\"ters of parcel" tend
, I.
to result; leading to less stable packings, and the w~.tinj~ of the s~\ J bitween the
tn,~ers. The test results also indicate that the algOrit~ is more suitable for pare\y}llsts
Wi]. Ire1atiy.elyfew ~~~el types, since fragme~tation is r1duced. (~ I;
! \/ \1 / (f'
Bis ~off e.t al attempt to overcome the frl~gmentation problem by employing various
methods of merging ~)'ail~ble \packiog sUrfaclrs.,This leads to a compound heuristic which
"only partially deals with the problem, producing a small improvement in the test results,
I)
{, "
The compound heuristic packsaround 100 parcels in a few minutes on a 33 MHz 486 PC.
o
Haessler and Talbot.discoss the problem of packing parcels into rail trucks [Haessler and
I)
Talbot 1990]. Once more, the idea of reducing the 4hnensionality of the problem is
iI
o
\\
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,pmployed. The parcels are arranged into stacks, not higher than allowed by the availible
space, using a one-dimensional algorithm These" stacks are then treated as individual
rectangular blocks, each having the 'footprint' of the box with the largest h()~izontal area in
i,~~ that particular pile. A two-dimensional algorithm is then applied to fit each footprint i~to
the floor of the railcar. This heuristic takes into account a number of practical constraints,
(_j;
.j.j . . . .
,>,Mnc1uding stability, proximity of similar cargo and weight distribution. Resultit~~ packings
\1;1' consist of pairs of columns running the length of the rail truck. The algorithm has been P4t
(Zo practical use with favourable results. The :main drawback is that -the algorithm is
~! " ~
specifically designed for ani suited to a particular application. and not suitable for general
, " r.:;.
packing problems.
Gehring et"al provide the first general heuristic suitable for packing a parcel list consfsting
of any number of parcel types [Gehring et al 1990]. Their ~pproach also divides the
container up into layers. Firstly. the parcel list is ordered by decreasing parcel volume. The,
depth of a layer is determined by a layer determining box (LDB). The LDB is placed into
the far corner of the container in a certain orientation. All other parcels placed in this)ayer
must fit into the spaces above and to the side. ofthe LDB. These two rectangular spaces
are placed into a spare-space list (which operates like a stack). (1'I
All spaces on the spare-space list are now packed in tum, The pair of parcels which take
up the greatefqmume and whicd fit into the tt>p space on the spare space list is chosen.
The remaining spaces beside, in front of and above the placed parcels are placed onto the
s~are space list (hey are pushed in reverse order). This seems to be an attempt to keel" the
packing more stable or 'bottom heavy'. When all the spaces within the current layer base
o 0
o
been used, the next layer is determined using another LDB.
o r
If a spare space is too small for the smallest parcel, an attbmpt is made to amalgamate tIlls
'unusable' space with other available spaces, alth~llgh no details are given" [Gehring et a1
1990]. As with the Bischoff-and Marriott algorithm, no boxes straddle tl:l~layers, allow4t'~
j . '". ... ;;
(3 the order of the layers to be changed. Gehring et al leave the utilisation of larger spare
n
8
spaces resulting itom the combination of adjacent sp~ spaces (which are in differellt e 0
layers) to the packing 'overseer'. NQ, mention is made of possible computer aided support
for the overseer.
{/
The sto~ilie plan generated can be varied by changing the orientations of the LDBs or
choosing LDBs.jn different orders. Once more it is appropriate to run a number of these
variations as a compound heuristic. The algorithm packs parcel lists of length around 50 in
(:
a few minut~s on an IDM PC AT.
It is J.ll1cet,iai1:i.'how the Gehring et al algorithm will petform with parcels lists consisting of
a .r~~ ~
relatively few parcel type~ ,-leedthe algorithm will probably produce layers packed
",...., ;
uniformly with mostly the same parcel' type, the results are likely to be similar to those
I) I)
obtained using the George and Robinson. algorithm The Haessler and Talbot algorithm
~;;
will probably perform better ~ince it. uses a more sophisticated algorithm for packing each
layer.
All of 'the three ..dimensional heuristic-based packing algorithms discussed so far have
relied on approaches used to solve similar probl~1ns .of a lower dimension. The heuristic-
!}
based algorithm of Ivancic et al makes a break from this, and considers the container as a
". I)
truly three dimensional space [Ivancic et a11989]. The heuristic sequentially places each,
parcel into the container. At each step, all available useful packing positions and parcel
orientations are considered, with the exception of any positions which are" covered (as
viewed from above), Useful positions are determined by the positions of the previously
placed parcels and the edges of the container. Only positions in which the parcel touches
sides in the x, y and z dimensions are considered.
\\
Since the algorithm was developed to take the economic value of the parcels 'lAto
consideration, individual positions are evaluated in terms of the total volume used (parcel
volume plus unusable 'trapped' space below the parcel) and the ..value of the parcel. This
approach could be Simplified to deal with th~ packing problem being discussed by giving
9
..
/
I
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each p~\r~~h~value equal te its oJ/f. VOlU~'~'Siuceftlle ~llg'Q~ltl,in~vasdeVel(Jed for use as
\ " \I:) p' "~I JI II r
a step ~~a mult\-:'container packing algorit, :n,l~1;y/result~>for ~~JIsibgle eent pte~lgorithm
1 r\ " r' ( I / 'I \\ I \\
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/ 'simplliie~~( heuristic, whicl1 only consl~\e\~S/lyolume.co,/ered, also suggeq~tsthat further
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Aspoas pr~~se~ltsthe drop-search heuri#i~: algqr~~hfi~aimed .at redUcing the inter~layer \I
\ _ \' . _ .. ' '", '.' . If !\'; '.' '_"_,',>_I( "" -. .. " '. _ '. ),
problem di~~us\~.cda.bove [Aspoas 199211.:!I'imllacii,7,othe rug<>rithmof Ivancic et al, each
'. '''>\1 Ii ,t( _ . /1,_' .. . . • , ." .... 0 l' ,,:l; '\').!
available US\rful \fosit~rn. is considere,yat e~~chbte~.:In order ro reduce the ~omplexity of
the algOrit~p, th:(~Giont~f;r is view....4 fronl. aboYe,\,'withthe parcels being 'dropped' into
I \('" 7(,,\ \'
the containe\~,Th~!~~awbaok of this(~pprClach is that. any covered space is eliminated from ,( (l \1 'l
consicieratiOl:'l,aSi~;the appro'acl\' o/IvanCic et al.
II.
I'i
Each position and orientatiOlljl is evaluated in terms of three factors (in order of
importance) : minimising the 1fount of covered space, minimising the height of the base
of the parcel, and maximising the parcel surface area which comes into contact with other
parc~1s and th~ container, These heuristics are intended cP produce ~ight paokmgs .and
I
f
/
f) () o
o
{i, ' ,
leave large empty' spaces,
Another drawback of the drop-search. algorithm is that it can only be •used for discrete
sized containers an~,parcels; due to the dishrete"space representation used. The container
space is represented by a three-dimensional array. with each entry representing a unit...
cube. A further two-dimensional array, called the 'view', represents the view from above
the container by storing the packed ,height at each unit-square. The result of this discrete
representation is that the container and ~arcel dimensions are restricted to discrete values.
!f '
When a parcel is being placed, all possible discrete x-y positions are considered as starting
((
points for the drop-search. 'The resting place of the dropped parcel is then calculated using
the view.
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The algorithm was designedtofacilitate 4itera~tion in the packing process by the u8,eil,if "
-::;:.-,t:-:-
desired. The heuristic. att~nipts tg place parcels is a- simtiar fashion- to."a Jmman pack~r,
allowing the user to ur.del'stapd the "general packing strategy easily~ and therefore
o . ~
, II successfully" interact with the ~gOi'ithm."' The· human-lnterveation sys~~mdeyel<>ped,-by
Jo .~ '.' . i, . \\ .. '
Dorman allows the user to remove and place parcels in th\~ container at will, with the
I)
heuristic continuing with the packing {6hen desired [Donnan H)92). .;
.(1 )~-
o ~
~::=:::.::::.~;:::P=~p::::::,::::~~~,v:: :::~:
seven seconds with an average of 22 parcels per packing. Hu~!~\anmtervention has been
shownto hnprove on the packings by around five percent, ImP~,~~{iy~the interaction of
the human user with th~1heuristic generally produce~ better re~~\tstb.~~ither one of the"
two [Dorman ~992) [Aspoas 1992],
~goio et al make use of a spatial representation st!~tegy (not restricted to discrete sizes) to G
represent the container and the placed parcels [Ngo! et al1994]."The data structure-
consists of a number of twoMdimens'i9nalarrays; representing the state of the container at
the various heights correspondin~)~ the tops of placed parcels: This representation
facilitates the search for 'empty volumes'. An. empty, volume is an empty 'space bounded
It . \;
("by tlly vertical upward projection of a rectangular horizontal face'. The horizontal faces
are the tops of parcels or the floor of the"container, This is similar to the' approach of
Bischoff et at, where the packing surfaces themselves are stored as rectangltts, as opposed
to the entire container being represented, Unlike tile previous two approaches, spaces
covered by parcels.are not lost to the algorithm.'
I)
c
A;' each step, a. single parcel is placed in one/Jot the empty volumes, The most suitable
parcel and empty volume pair are picked using a number of ranking I:!:\teswhich attempt to
b ,~
fill available spaces as completely as possible, to leave. usable spaces and not split
horizontal faces into smaller horizontal faces. This last criterion is similar to that of
,',
11
()
(Bischoffet at, where the packing surfaces are packed ill such,Elway as to avoid splittfugC
"._.I
J I
the surfaces unnecessarily.
II
il
Test results .;;tiiiw above 80 percent container utilisatiofi, The time taken on a 3.3MHz 386
PC is up to a few minutes for packings of 200 boxes.
The algorithm never places a larger parcel over a .smaller one, eliminating the problem of
- r
.'covered ,space found in Aspoas' drop-search algorithm. The drawback Qf this. is that
.packings will tend to fo~. towers of parcels (as the example packing in [Ngoi et al 1924]
indicates), This Iea9s to inter ...tower spaces being wasted, as well as potential unstable.D _ . ,
packings. T~s was also the main drawback q,fthe algorithm of Bischoff et al, and seems to
be indicative of the apprmytb,of isolating packing surfaces (as viewed f-rom.above),
"~I
1,.3Research Directions
\l
J)pe to the complexity of the three-dimensional packing problem. only heuristic-based
~pp;loaches are currently feasible. Most current approaches adapt one or two-dimensional
packing methods. This tends to waste space due to 'between-layer' spaces ([Ge.orge and
Robinson 1980], (Bischoff and Martibtt 1990], [Gehring et a11990]). or.lead to 'tower':'
,~ .
building' which may waste space and produce unstable packings ([Bischoffet al 1995]).
t,
Three of the ap~roaches, however, make use of heuristics which are closer to being 'full'
three-dimensional algorithms, and so avoid the inherent between-layer spaces which result
from layering techniques ..Each of the three algorithms makes US~ of some form of three-
dimensional space representation. Firstly. the approach of Ivancic et al is promising
despite the problem of unusable covered space, but needs further development. Secondly,
Aspoas' drop-search heuristic only works for discrete cases", rut\d also suffers frOID\\
unusable covered space. Finally, the approach of Ngoi et at tends to revert back to tower-
building due to inflexibility ih the parcel placement rules.
12
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Table 1 s~tntnarises the ~gorithms discussed, including their basic data representation and,
packing technf;ue, aswell as their main drawbacks.
Algorithm Pareel types
\\
Drawbacks
G--e-'o r....cr.-·h-a-n--d---+-...;.,..;~~.;;=...;..;...;-"=;;.;&.....;;._ .........---___,...<.,',~E~..._----_..;..----,,~ , Inter-layer space
"Robinson
Bischoff and
.l\farriott
I) ,_-'
Haessler and
Talbot
Gehring et' al 1\
Ivancic et at
Aspoas
Ngoietal
Few Inter-layer space
Inter-region space I
Tower building
Application specific
Inter-layer.space I '
Not suited to few p.arcel types
Loses covered space I 0
(')
Needs' further development
Loses covered space I
Discrete sizes only
Between-tower space I
Tower, l?ui1q~g
//
Table 1 : A summary of the three-dimensional packing algorithms found iiithe
literature •.'
'Region' layering Fe~
The above discussion suggests that an algorithm representing three-dimenslenal space (i.e.
not using layering) should be used to avoid the problem of between-layer spaces. T4,e
algorithm. should allow covered spaces to be created, in order to avoid the tower-building
problem encountered by Ngoi et at At the same time, the algorithm should xrtake use of
covered spaces as potentialpacking volumes."
\)
St~~kby stack Restricted,
(J
Layer by layer Many
3D representation Many
Discrete 3D
representation
3D representation
Many
Many
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All aspect of algorithm design missing from all the, 'papyjs discussed is s?me, form, of
Q "
complexity ani;l1ysis.. AU the papers which do<.give results, merely provide the time taken
;};'\l~; . . ". d
for some test examples. The test eKmnples and the machines used always differ, leavingno
--....._ ..
reliable form of comparison. An important part of designing any algorit~ is ensuring that
the complexity of the algorithm is as 'low' as possible. Designlng an algorithm which runs
in under a minute on small sizeq examples, but which takes hours to run when the problem 3
(/ .' .... (.
if-
size is increased to a more useful size, should be avoided.
\,
(\
\]
o
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CHAPTER 2 .. MODIFYING THE DROf ..SEARCH
ALGORItl'lM
;>
The desired features set out in the previous section are allmet to some extent by the drop-
search heuristic algorithm, except for the use of covered spaces, the need for real-valuea
'J
container and parcel dimensions, and a low order of complexity, This suggests that the
D~op-Seatch alg(!!thm shq~d be.m~dified to.address these three requirements.
(\\._) Q
In removing th~·covered ~a~~~d integer-dimension restri;~iO~\ from the algorithm, the
.primary problem is an increase in the computational complexity of the a1f.:::;;;,iakmg -u ~
coV'e.tedspade mtd account means that t~ere wut be more pfucement positi~ns to ..consider.
,;_- "
The drop-search algorithm could be used for 'real-valued' dimensions if the number of
Il '
significant digits used is restricted, with eacp unit-cube representing. for example, a one
millimetre cube, The obvious problem with this is the enormous number of unit-cubes'
\:? 0
needed and possible drop positions to be considered. It is clear that an alternative method
\,
for representing the container space IS n,~eded.
The problem of changing the algorithm to use real valued dimensions Was taken as the
;"0
pr~yY" concern in modifying the drop-search algorithm !o make it practically useful for
commercial application. G
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Q2.)1 -Removlng the" Drop..Search Heuristic's Discrete
Restriction
«:::?, ," " , 0' ?'
The'uiscpete ve!:~!onof the algorithm assumes that every possible 'grid-line (line\~created
. '. _' - -_ .. -,', -',,'_','. - ','- ,- .,)'.-- - - ,', - : \~/ ,_., ->-':-:-.-.~
by the unit-cubes) represents a u~eful packing position. If the,algodtIml were changeerso
that only grid-lines corresponding to placed p~cels .and th~\container walls were used,
, - .. ,.... _., ",
thel~ all useful"positions would still be considei'ed~ witli th~ ntunbet"of~earch positions
!i ',_ _ -" ,i " '.J " )~" Q
dm~tically reduced.
(;
Th~~above obse;atr~~§lead,to the developmynt. of a sx,stemof-two lists. cal1'f.dthe x-grid
l' .. "
and y-grid.The x-grid stores, in order, the list 6fx-positions corresponding to the sides 6f
. ;\
(/ , ',',
placed parcels on the x-axis. The y-grld ope~ates similarly for the y-axis, The two grids are
~ =, "," " ("1.. (/
used to find every potentially useful J{.'"y,positionby looping tfuJ6ugh the y-grid for e\rery
entry in the x-gtid. ,"
~ ~\" ". " "~'" -
Once the x-y position is1io'Qnd,the p~r.~pl is dropped by searching,~,thrQughth~ list of
"placed parcels, which }s"sorted in de~;L~~g order of height. To Cal~\JJat.~;the ~~lfistiC
value for a found position, the placed 'Parcel list .has ro be, searched to find .touching
\ '
parcels"
I)
->";::::-~~':::<::.:
e " '::(.) ~'.):, , "" "
The grid system 1s extended to include a z!grld for 1"h~~~ght dimensio~ t9, facilitate
q ~i~/·\".._ _" "_.'. ... _ . _. _" " "_"_ ., .
manual mo',~xnent of a ,parcel ai<ound the container. The grid, system means' that only
potentially useful positions (positions in line with, other parcels) need t~ be consid~red by (1
the user, and is;~refore a strong Gk~~nSionof the human-computer interface." 1\\'
" i;'/(; \
, '''.
\\
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2.2 Creating, a Compound Heuristic -z-
~ ~
\\ ' '0 ~ .,
A- Dumber ,of modificationS were made tJfh~~ heuristic calculation method 'used in the
drop-search''algorithm, to make it more suitable for practical use, the final result .was a
compound ~euristic, consisting of two stages, each based directly on the basic dri~-seaich
heuristic valuecalculation method [Aspoas 1992].
o
2.2.1 Basic Heuristic Value calcu;lltion
The calculation of the heuristic values used, as discussed inssction 1.2.3~is based on three,
factors (ill order. of importance) : minimising the amoun; of covered-space, nmrimising the"
Ii
o heigQt of t~e base of the parcel, and maximising the parcel surface area which comes into
contact with other parcels and the container (or 'touching area').
(j
II
~ u
The covered space c is calculated by taking t~lepercentage of the lower sp_de' area of the
!I
parcel being placed that does not touch a p~rcel below "(represented by a value from O'to
1). This is a two-dimenaioaal approximatio~lof the three-dimensional space fOUlll~ below
and covered by the parcel. The height h of tj~e parcel is represented by the perC1\iJtageof
the full h~jght of the container at whicb the ~asegf the parcel rests, The touching area tJ~
~ . . $
calculated as the percentage af the' tothl sur~~cearea or the parcel which is toucyMg the
container 01' other ditrc~!s.Percentages are u:~euin an attempt '~~nnalise the v.uues for
different p&cel sii~~. ,,, ,,:{\'i
\0) (\-r,) ?~,~.!(1.:1 ('i
V ,,' \,\,
The final boonsti" value is eal~' ~ ~eW.l¢btod8Ull'lof,the three vwues ;
" he:u.ristic_valq(! = Cweight~( i-e) + hwt/ghlX(1 ..h) + tweighr}{to
(i
c.
(;' 17
\,
I'
Note- that the covered an~height measures have been 'inverted' to give values to be
'..\ . (')
t I
maximised. 1hl{ actual weights used were arrived at after experimenting with various
values, and are SQ,25 an 10 respectively. The final heuristic equation is there~()re :
heuristic_value::: 50(1-c) + 25(1-h) + lOt
The no-cover value is' given the highest priority since this ~{fectively adds the third
dimension. to the 'packing algorithm. The hei~ht value. is next since this also contributes t9
efuninatinfi covered space as wen as maintaining a large. useful volume at the upper end of
t~5container,
""--'
e.1
2.2.2 'Stage One.
The first stage of the packing algorithm attempts to pack each parcel, in order of
decreasing volume, using the updated drop-search algorithm and the heuristic value
calculation method discussed above. If the parcel being placed is of the same type as the
previously placed parcel, then before performing the drop-search the positions around the
z:'
previously placed parcel are first examined. If the .greatest of the associated heurlstlc"
'. '·,]1,'
} values is ,~.re'ater th~,. q~,equal to the previously placed parcel's heuristic, th,en that
position is 'used. Tl~s serves two purposes. The firs\:is to speed up the performance of the
algorithm. The second is to maintain toe locality of box types. This tends to result in
" ' 0
packing-Iayouts which are more coherent, efficient and easier to read. Further, locality is
often desirable in container transport. especially if a container is to be shared between a
number of different clients.
A further modification to the first stage heuristic is a mechanism which acts as a tie-
breaker between positions with the same heurlstle value. The modification is based on the
observation tb~ when parcels are being packed' into a 'block' up 'to the side of the
18
container, it is sometimes, mote efvcient to change the '.orientation of the last row ,of
parcels (see figure below). The decisi&1 iii based on. a simple calculation to, decide which
-:r
orientation allows the most parcels in the,remahrlng space that the block o/parcels will
• ,~ '. -j
take up. This modification, called the 'put·rlat' heuristic, is applied even if there aren't
enough parcels of the same type to fill up the ~pace on which the ca!culation is based?
Further. the space may not even be free, since it is assumed that the packing'iS' proceedhlg
from low co-ordinate to high co-ordinate values along ea!Zhaxis.
G
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Figure 1 : An example sb(tki~)gjheuse of the Put"Flat heuristic
!I
0
1
1
1(.
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Pigury 1 is aft example of the use of the ~ut ...flat heuristic. In the left container 24 parcels
have been pl.ced, In the right, the las~ column of parcels is rotated allowing an extra
parcel to be placed. (
The put-flat heuristic can be seen a$ a -primitive attel'npt to perform one-dimensional
,
packing. The/heuristic could be exteaded to take th~last two rows into account, or the
p. \',
last three, or four, et(l. This would event.ually result ill a one-dMensional packing prot>lelllt,_
o -
and a solution algorithm such as that of Hirschberg and Wong could be used. to find how
many columns of each par(:el to use.
19
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T-~e put-flat heuristic' is applied to the comparison of any two po~itions with the same
h+tk~ value," and comes int(l.l effect if one or both positions would result in a space
between the placed parcel and the container wall that is too small fot' another parcel of its
type.
The second stage packs each parcel type in turn, Instead <if teying each parcel in every
possible orientation, as C many parcels as possible are packed in 17ne orientation oofor~
1\ .
another is attempted. All possible orientation orderings are attempted~\ The best resulting
\'. . .. ' 0 '\\ ' " 0
\~ packing for the parcel type. (most parcels placed; followed by highest\~um oflndividuru"
o \1
heuri$tic values) 'is used. and the next parcel typeaUemptcd. 1\,
_. '..} . " \ ", \
The modmed drop-search algorithmeis used to place each parcel (without the plltwflat
l:
heuristic'addlrionsj. Pllacing parcels using fixed orientation· tends to form large blocks of
parcels, which aids locatity and more coheren~acking pl~ns. Due to the emphasis placed
on finding efficient groupings of a particular pm-cel type, this approach is perhaps more
"suitable for problems with fewer parcel types.
2.3 Performance
I)
of the" NOll-discrete Drop-search
Algorithm
jJ
\'1
\1
The revised Drop-Search algorithm. has complexity O(n4), where n is thlt total-number of
~arcels placed. For each parcelr(n) and each x:x ljositiOll, (n4) the parcellli dropped and the
heuristic calculated (2n).
'~\ CI
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The compound heuristic used makes use of the O(n4) algorithm a bounded number of o
7
times, and tests show th~t-fthe final algorithm runs in a few minutes fortest cases of .~
moder~te size (up t9:~uPle of hundred) on a 486DX~33. For larger te~t cases (up to
around 800 parc~(~ith many different parcel types) the algorithm can take a number of
~
hours to ruti:"This time complexity and .execution time is unacceptable in a practically
II
orientated algorithm, and needs to be improved.
The. results achieved using the compound heuristic are very favourable compared to
previous methods Jsed by J:he company concerned. The remaining problem is that of the
\i, ,V' '. \\'
time taken for larger problems,
2.4 Towards a true 3D Heuristic /f
I' .', .... " . ',. . .' '. .. ,'..... ,. . ",':,.. " , , , _, " , , " ,-,The two main dl,'awbacks of the algorithm developed above are its speed and the fact that
covered space is still not utilised.
The existing algorithm could be extenc ~dto fuclude covered spaces ifcjthez-grid were also
_'-""", j.:O_
utilised when searching for poteijtial positions. The 'dropping' routine would still be
needed, but only to check if the position is legal in terms of placed parcels. The complexity
of the algorithm would increase to O(ns),which i~iclearly not desirable.
The algorithm would. consider all combinations of x, y and z-grid points' as possible
positions, resulting in O(n3) positiolls being considered. In fact many of these positions
,> r. c. . • • . • • JJmay not cortespond to useful positions, This occurs when a new entry mto one of the, ','
grids results in a multitude of new potential positions corresponding to every combination
';;",Ii
of points from the other two grids; In Figure :Z, the circled positions are considered
unnecessa..lly by the modified Drop-Search algorithm (the container is viewed from above
Ii
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with 9 parcels. already 'placed,. and grid lines completed using dotted lines). Further,
.positioss may eorrespond to corners in the packing which are not viable due to the
presence of other parcels. Eliminating these positions would clearly improve the
(performance of the algorithm, In fact, associated with each parcel placed, there is a
bounded number of useful potential positions. These positions result froth the bounded
number of parcels in the immediate area which/ ''<)gcther with the parcel being placed"
"
result in a bounded number of new potential positions. This means that the number of
positions searched can be reduced to O(n), sincethe number of parcels placed is Oen): The
resultirig algorithm; which ta.tc~s covered space into account, would have, an expected
complexity of O(n~).
· ..········'''···9..··1-· -~-J
:· h$ +---+--1.
· ;;..@ I-- '---I
Figure .2 : An ~xample showing positions cODsideJ;'¢(lunnecessarily by the modified
drop-search algorithm
C)
So, tor each parcel, O(n2) work would be performed. One or these' factors of n is a result
of calculating w1:.ether the parcel can physically fit in the potential position and calculating
the heuristic value if it does. Both of these calculations depend only on local information.
Only :_"atcelsill the immediate vicinity are needed when calculating if the current parcel
intersects or touches any other parcels. If this fact could be taken advantage of, then both
calculations would take constant time, and the resulting overall complexity would be
\\
\'
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Each time a:' parcel is placed the heuristic value for each position is recalculated, even if'
II
this has already been done.for most positions for the same parcel type jt). the previous step.
~> •. '
Clearly, storing the heuristic' values associated with each position would improve on the
performance of the algorithm. This can be done by making use of a balanced tree to k¢\W
~ . . D
trade of the heW'isiie..values in order. Each time a parcel is placed; certain covered
positions (a bounded number) would have to be removed, while new positions (again, a
{I \\ . '.'
Bounded number} would have to be considered. At each step the position with greatest
')) 4:.f.
heuristic value would be chost(,jif the parceltype is the same ,as tije previous parcel's.
type). If there were k different parcel types, this would lead to an overall time complexity
8of O(knlogn). c
Maintaining a list'of all possible placement positions and a' sorted list of the best heuristic
, po~itions available could provide useful tools for manual parcel placement. Firstly, the
hUtnanJ1,aCker COUld. browse through the list of aU useful. positions when making a
Plac_Ynt. instead of having to place the parcel and then test whether the position is
feasibl6.,and useful. Secondly,"the human packer could browse through the best positions
as seen by the algorithm, and would therefore be guided in placement decisions.
(j
(J
JJ
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CHAPTER 3 ~ALGIDRITBMDEVELOPMENt
This chapter details the development of the full three-d.llnensional searching algorithm,
based on the above discussion.
3.1 Spatial Representation
o
341.1 Terminology and Con.cepts
~~<
. '-'...'"""\~~~
The container and parcels are all rectangular boxes. One of the corners oi\be co~tainer
resk the origin, with the length, widt\. and ®igbt correspoywng to the x, yr<l Z ax:,.
respectively. The position of a parcel in the container, in })given~oJiePt&tion, can ·00
, C
o
identified uniquely'/y its startingx,y,z co-ordinates.
\,i
Conceptually, each parcel in the container (and indeed the container itself) has edges
" i-'""
which include the lower bound on th!11nterval, but exclude the upper. For example a cubic
di5
parcelwith side length one, starting at the origin, extends over the interval [0,1) on each
axis. This allows two parcels to be placed side by side without anY~illiel.::»ctionbetween
them. I(
\
o
3.1.2 Useful Potential Position Identification
C>
The packing algorithm needs to identify useful potential positions for placing parcels. It is
important that the algorithm used for this does not eliminate any final packing result. It
us
should be possible for any packing layout to be arrived at through a particq~ar sequence of
choices from the potential positions presented by the algorithm, It should be noted that
different final packings cantbe considered equivalent. An example of this is two packings
24
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which are identical except for the position of a single parcel, which is slightly displaced
r?
into an open space. Any packing can be 'reduced' to a form in which every parcel in the
container rests against an edge (either of another parcel or of the container itself) in-each
of the three dimensions. This is equivalent to tilting the container up onto one of its
(I
bottom corners, and allowing gravity to pull the parcels downwards until each is touching
an edge in all three dimensions.
Any position in whiclru parcel is 'supported" (touches another side) in all three dimensions
will be considered a useful potential placement position. Further, in the z-dimension the
parcel must be .supported from below, to eliminate 'stalactite' parcels. This definition of.a
useful potential position ensures that any (reduced) possible final packing result can be
reached.
(I
It is important to note that when a. parcel is plac((j{within the container, that all new
resulting,potential positions can be found using locally placed parcels. only. Any new
position will result from a parcel resting -against one of th~ edges of the newly placed
parcel and against two other 'local edges'.
il '
-; \
A pseudocode algorithm for finding all new potential positions resulting from a newly
placed parcel is given belgw. A test parcel is placed against one of the newly placed
parcefs sides. Support in the remaining two dimensions is then searched for in the locally i/
positioned parcels in the container. If support is found, a check is performed to ensure that
the new position is phys&y possible .. i.e, that the parcel would not intersect any other
.~1>arcel (only local parcels need to be- checked) and that the entire parcel fits into the
container. Finally, if the lposition is not ah'eady stored as a potential position, the new
position is stored.
Assuming a bounded number of 'local' parcels, steps (1) to (4) ·11[1the algorithm below
each take bounded time. The time complexity of step':'(5) will have to wait until the data
structures usedhave been discussed in the next section. Note that in step (5) the heuristic
25
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value ;found in step (4) is stored with the position. The position it$~lf is'stored as the
v
starting X1Y'Z point (or 'root') of the parcel and the parcel orientation (of which there are
at most six).
MODULE AddNeWPositons (pl : newly placed p~cel)
p2 : parcel used to test for'new positions
FOR each orientation of p2
FOR each face of pl
piace p2 against face of p 1
checklocal' parcels for support in other two dimensions p)
IF.support found in bath dims
IF position 'possible' (no intersections with local parcels) (2)
IF position NOT already stored .:? (3)
Calculate position's heuristic using 'local' parcels- (4)
Add new position (5)
o
3.1.3 Spatial Data Structures
Each time a parcel is placed within the container a number of maintenance actions are
necessary: new potential placement positions must be identified, existing positions which
'.\
are no longer feasible must be excluded, and the heuristic values associated with the new
"
positions and some of the existing positions (since the newly placed parcel may alter a
(.
positions heuristic value) must be calculated. As discussed in section 3.1.2, new position
identification requires on1~'Ioca~y placed parcels. The same applies to calculating the
heuristic value of ai' parcel, since only parcels which touch the parcel, or the container
itself: need to be considered, This also applies to removing potential positions which are
Ii
no longer spatially feasibly due to the newly placed parcel. 1/
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In order to achieve the desired order of complexity, the spatial representation used must
take advantage. ~f1he ·locality inherent in the algOlithm This is done by diV/irung\the
~:i· .,
container downjnto a number of cubes, called p-cubes, The size oJ the p-cubes should be
roughly equal to that of the largest parcel itt the parcellistI• The idea is to restrict any
change l~ause(fby the addition of a parcel t6 a bounded number of these cubes. Clearly, an o
maintenance following the placement of 'a parcel mentioned above can pe. made, by
examining tb~ parcels placed in a bounded number qf p-cubes around the placetl par%el.
The lower and upper bounds of each p-cube operate-in the same way as those for parcels.
A parcel whose corner with lowest x, y and z co-ordinates .rests :within a p-cube will be
(J .... " .. . .:' .. ,:,;_
referred to as Iln' that p-eube, reg~dless of whether the parcel extends into neighbouring
P~(~ubjr<
(F~;::";< \
)" (i \i ()
The container (~,!epresented directly by a thfee-c1imensiomu ~ay of p~cllbeS..Fo¥o~ing
from the above ..discussion~ the parcels placed in a given p-cube, \~ well aa the potential
positions within t\!?atp-cube, must be stored for each .p~cube~This~!achieved by giving
each p ..cube two 'linked lists. ~ one for placed parcels rooted in tiltp-cube (called the
placed list), and ~me fo; ~otentia1 ,pos!tlon~' similarly rootfd (calle . ~e position list)2.
Note that the position list S~oresthe position as well as its as~ociated heui~~ticvalue. Also,
(I ':1 " ... ' ,', _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,-- Ii: _ ___ _ _~~~c~~
the length of each ,~t is bounded since each. length depe~fds!on the numb~f. of parcels
Placed in the local a.~ea. ,. ()). ". I' ~. ~
'\. - v, \\'\: \'(\~,~)
), .' \_:_s~"o, \"f
In module AddNew~>ositions above, step (5), which adds, a\~lewlyfound pQ:Siti0I41\~~· \ (}
;i . "'. ;' .)" • ~, ... ."
h~YQa bounded tiJir complexity s~ce adding to the posif~~n list will(\tgquire a. boffnd~~' .' ~,
number of operations. It follows that' the time complexity of module AddNewPositl~ns is \>~\,
~ 'l ~
bounded. ',',.,1
(0
:1
I)
it
\\
Ii
!I
1- - _ _ w - ifSee section 3.2.2 Ii 0
11 -I
2.The name ~Q-cube'rei/ultsfrom the storage of the Qositions andQlaced lists
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3..2 Q(n2) Algorithm
When a new parcel is placed within the container,' the state of the container array must be
updated 'to reflect the change. Consider the following module:
.~.
Module MaintainCoiltainer ( pUsed : position th,,~has just been used;
\,.) c-.
parcel: parcel just placed in pq~ed position )
Remove pUsed form relevant p..cube
Remove 'covered' positions from neighbouring p-cubes
Update 'touched positions' heuristics in neighbouring p-cubes
AddNewPositions(p~gel)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
\\ "
~he following observations refer to the "numbered steps above. (1) simply searches
through the p-cubes'position list. and removes the used position from the position list. The
time needed, for this operation is bounded. (2) removes positions which are no longer
feasible due to the new parcel beirlg placed. Only certain of the neighbouring p-cubes need
to be search for thisstep, and the time complexity for this step i$, also bounded, It should
c.
be noted that step (2) makes step (1) redundant, and that step (1) is included, separately
for clarity. Since the newly inserted parcel may. affect the heuristic values of some of the
local potential positions, these values must be updated. (3) performs this task by looking
at all the positions ih certain neighbouring p-cube p6sitioll lists, and recalculating the
(1
heuristic values (again using only local p-cube data). Once more, the time needed for this
operation is bounded. Finally, in step (4) the new potential positions created by t~e
addition. of the new parcel are added to the relevant p-eube position lists, as discussed in
section 3.1.2, taking bounded time due to the bounded length of the position list. It
follows that module MaintainContainer requires a bounded amount of time.
Step (2) above searches through all potential positions in a number of neighbouring p.
cubes. This process is snnpIified by joining the vosition lists. from each required p...cube,
" ;1
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and then searching through the resulting Sing~Jj;;t.Steps (3) and (4) require similru,:lis~'jof
/. .' -~ (~~i,". '
positions and placed parcels. The creation. of these 'chains' ':t~facilitated uSingya d<mbly
,0 linked list for the position and placed parcel Usts in each p-cube, A chain i~created by
linking a lisen last elenent's 'n~xt' pointer to'~pe next list's first element(~tc. This creates
a forward linked chain of the requireq elemed~k. When the chains are broken down after
use, the changed forward pointers (one per p-cube involved) are restored using the list's
lir
first element's 'previous' pointer. The creation or destruction of each chain requires only
,;~
one pointer operation per p-cube,
The edges of the containe,~ are neatly dealt with by simply adding 'false' parcels onto the
end of these tempor~ chains; representing the outside, of the contain~:'For ~xample, the
'.' " ..::,' r',
outside of the container at one of the corners is represented using three p1trcei~ ~ dne
/)
'bloc)f;t1g' each dimension. Conceptually,. the outside of the parcel IS filledctSImCe, and
therefore not usable.
3.2.1 TheAlg,6~ithm i.',
'Ii "
))
The searching and mainteaance aspects of the O(n2) algorithm have now been dealt wit~.
n .. ~
The actual heuristic \I-mu~\iiVen to each potential position, will be disctcsed in Chapter 4.
,-. . i.· .. ,_ . . _"
The algorithm ,mtlin(~l~';lows.:
\1
I
Module PackN2
initialise p-oubes
"
sort parcel types by desct~ndingilvolume
WHILE still parcels to pack
IF new parcel type THEN
Clear all position lists
s-;;:oFOR all placed parcels p AddNewPositions(p)
Add corner positions
Fihd position pBest with greatest heuristic value
",.. '.'
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5) :~I
(6)
(7)
(8)
29
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IF found
Place parcel at position pRest
MaintainContainer(pBest,:varcel)
BI,sE
Move to next parcel type
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
At step (4)~if a new type of parcel is encountered, the potential positions must be cleared
(5) and recalculated (6) for the new parcel type. Potential positions must be recalculated
since new positions may' arise due to a smaller parcel dimension, or different supporting
parcels being in reach of a larger parcel dimension. Also, old positions may fall away due
to supporting parcels being out of c;"ich or the new parcel type not fitting the available
space. In addition, each time a new parcel type is encountered, the positions which may be
available at the bottom corners of the contab;.el' must b€fiadded (7). since these positions
are not necessarily supported by any of the placed parcels. This completes the notion of
the <,""f.n,~?eof the container being represented by false parcels, since at the intersections of
th~, ,'c'"parcels, potential positions may be found (except, of course, at the upper
corners). this step al~o provides the initial posltions in the empty container at the start of
I'; ,
a packing. ( J
3.2.2 Algorithm Complexity
\)
Let n be the volume of th~ container divided by the volu!ne of the smallest (in volume)
parcel type. Note that the maximum number of parcels plact~d is always bounded above by
n, Let k: be. the number of parceltypes to be packed. It shO'u.ldbe noted that this definition
for n does not necessarily correspond to the input length for the algorithm ..An example is
where the input is simply one parcel type and the number of such parcels. This means that
the complexity analysis below is 110t conventional, and measures how the complexity
oo
'::0. C
(;
\1,.
changes as the ratio between the container size and the size of the smallest parcel
increases, rather than as the input length increases.
In order to achieve the desired complexity, the number of p-cubes affected by a parcel's
~ ~)
placement is restricted to 'local' parcels only. The length of each p-cube's sid;}is set equal
to the maximum parcel dimension found in the parcel list ,The number of p-cubes is
therefore bounded above by n. This choice also means that a parcel cannot &ttetch over
more than two p-cubes in 'any dimension, and proves convenient and' efficient when
accessing local parcels,
I ,, \1
l\
In Module PackN2 .above, step (1) takes O(n) time, while step (2) takes O(klogk)., The IF
stiltement at step' (4) is true"':~um of k times. Instep (5), O(n) lists, each of bounded
"
. length, are cleared. Step, (6) repeats module AddNewPositions O(It) times, which results
in an overall time complexity of O(n) for step (6). Step ,(7) adds the potential positions
corresponding to the lower four corners of the container, and takes a bounded amount of
time. It follows that the IF statement contributes O(kn) overall to the algorithm
complexity.
,Step (8) requites O(n) operations, since there are O(n) position lists to search. Steps" (10)
and (13) each take constant time, While step (11) takes ~ bounded amount, of time as
'",\'.,
discussed ln the previous section. The body of the WHILE loop therefore takes time O(n),
and is repeated a maximum of n times.
[i
)!
I~
/i
The resulting titn,y complexiY of the algorithm is O(n -I- klogk + n2 + kn). Note that the IF
statement contributes 0('11 in total, as mentioned above, and so does not need to be
considered as part 0r~Qe'1HILE loo,p for the complexity analysis. If the number of parcel
types remains const~~t, tht overall c1~nplexity is O(n~),as expected. ,>
/1 Iii
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o3.3 The O(kn'ogn) Algorithm
The next step in the algorithm development is to reduce the algorithm complexity by
making use of a balanced tree to store the hetUistic values.
}.j~lTile Heuristic Tree
The he;t,lristictree is a balanced ~~Q-blacktree used to store all heuristic values as~~ciat:d
with the current. potential positioas, The total number of potentialpositions g~'\'I'l;t~d
"'·<V~/
over the duration of the algorithm is O(n). This follows from the fact that in each p-cube
there are a bounded number of potential positions produced from the pounded number of
PatCeIs~that c~" be placed in that. p-cube. This me~s that th~ cost of each insertion
performed on the heuristic tree is I,.'O(logn);' When ra position is no long~r viable, it is -
< ' \i :-,
removed. from the tree bY,s1mply xhflrking the node as used, Each node in the tree also.,
\\
stores how many of its children are nl?t marked empty. allowing the position with greatest
heuristic value to. be easily found. T1:\esearch is performed' by moving through the tree,
"
taking the right branel; as long as. the ',ight child is non-empty or has non-empty children
.(indicated by a non-empty child count. greater than zero). If this Is not the case, then the
left child must be taken. Tm,s means th~~tO(logn) moves ate required t910cate the largest
'Iiheuristic value,
The maintenance of a red-black tree is simplified if no items of equal value are to be
stored. This is one of the reasons no two potential pcsitlons ate allowed to have the same'
heuristic value, as discussed in Chapter 4 below.
I)
3..3~illfaintalning th'd;'Data §tructures 0
Now that the operation of the heuristic tree has been discussed, the tree must be linked
/1 . 'Yo ',,"
'mtl)' the existing data structures. When the best heuristic ovalue has been found, the
Ii
Ii
I)
associated potential position must be allocated, This is-facilitated using a pointer to the
position node in its position list (in tum in a p-cube), stored with the heuristic value in the
tree node. Consider the MaintainContainer module repeated below:
Module MaintainContainer ( piJsed : p,c,),sitionthat has just been used;, i~ .-v
\') parcel: parcel just placed in pUsed position )
Remove pllsed formrelevant p-cube (1)
Remove 'covered' positions from neighbouring p-cubes (2)
Update 'touched positions' heuristics in neighbouring p-cubes (3)
AddNewPositions(parcel) (4)
Steps (l) to (1-) are made possible by the inclusion of the extra pointer in. ea9Jil.tree nocl~.·
In step (3)" the tree nodes corresponding to the affected positions cannot simply be
':::;:' . . " . . \1':',
updated, since this may compromise.the, order~g of the tree. Instead, the tree nodes must
(-,
be removed (marked as.e!UPty) and the updated heuristic values re-inserted into the tree.
-:,1
3.3.3' The Algorithln
(I
(,\
The algorithm outline for the O(knlogn) algorithm is very similar to that of the O(n2)
,"
'~gorlthm (e*ceptfor the steps marked-in bold) :
Module Pac~gN
initialise p-cubes
initialise heuristic tree
sort parcel types by descending volume>
\ "'\
/, WHILE still parcels to pack 'c;' \
~ 0
IF new 'parcel type Tl-rEN
(,(
~'{ (1)
(a)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Co I)
Empty heuristic tree (6)
Clear all position lists (7)
Add corner positions 't8)
FORall placed parcels p AddNewPositions(p) (9)
Find position pBest inheuristic tree (10)
!Ffound (11)
Place parcel at position pliest (12)
MaintainContainer(pBest1parcel) (13)
ELSE (14)
(.
Move to next parcel type
Step (2) simply initialises the heuristic tree. Step (~) actually removes all nodes from the f\
tree, as oppcaed to, marking all nodes ¢mpty. In stell (9), module AddNewPositions must
\1
add each ne~ po~:ti()nto the heuristic tree. Step (~) makes Use of the mcdified tree
search procedure discussed above. \
'II\\
3~3.4Algorithm Complexity
" 0
</
The complexity ahatysis for the O(knlogn) algorithm is similar to that of the 9(n:Z)
algorithm. Step (2) is a simple constant time Initialisation, while step (6) empties the
i·"
heuristic tl;ee, requiring 0~n)operations.~In step (9), module AddNewPositions reqUires
O(logn) operations, since a bounded numbeeof new positiona is added to the hell.ristic tree
per placed parcel. Overall, step (9) requires O(lcn16gn) operations, since there are O(n) 'C,
placed parcels and k parcel types: Step flO) requires O(logn) operations, as discussed
·,cabove. This leads to an overall complexity of O(n + klogk + nlogn + knlogn) ;: O(knlogn)"
i " l " ,'" ' , _' '" ', ''f' , " ' ~as expected. For a!.;:U<!dnumber of parcels, this reduces to O(nlogn).c
CHAPTER 4 ..HEURISTIC DEVELOPMENT
As mentioned in section 3.3.1, the heuristic algorithm used never equates two positions.
This simplifies the operation of the balanced red-black heuristic tree. Perhaps more
importantly, this means that the algorithm always identifies a 'best' position out of all the
current potential positions. In this way, no arbitrary decision has to be made to choose
z-,
betweena.number of ties. and nothing is left up to the chance ordering of the positions. A
heuristic \\a1gorithm.WhiChprovides ,a strong ordering means that the algorithm bas more
1 \1 th . . dcentro 'over e positions us~ . If
T~,eheuristic algorithm used is based primarily on that developed for the Drop-Search..~~tb!I..[As~~as 1.~92). and SUb~qUent1yextended for the non-discrete D~oP-S~b
a1g~?nthm (see section 2.2). During the development of the full three-dimensional
algr~ritbms, a number of changes were made to the heuristic, following observation of the
:0
pekorln",uce of the algo,(ithms under various conditions.
:1
I,
~\ /1
\1 "I _ '/
The first such change was to remove the no-cover heuristic measure. This was initially
''- 'I
built into the heuristic measure as' an attempt to compensate for the loss gf all covered
//
,sp~ (as viewed from above the container). Since the new" algorit~ is .fully three-
'xlim~Jsional, covered spncel\ismd lost to the algoritffip. Early test results clearly indicated
Q ~
thaHl1,e no-cover measure R9l:aaJlyreduced the packing performance.
i(;, "
','!) \\ 'y C" "'. "
fhe second. change was to re~ve the height measure, Wlilch was originally included to
~ ». . :' . _'
encourage the-utilisation of sgace closer to the bottom of the container. so as to' J~ave
(J
large usable spaces higher UPI and also to avoid the creation Of covered space. The latter
;eason clearly no longer holds, while the former still,has some merit. The question which
needs to be ~ked is: Why give th:height of the container, or thez-dimension,\\greater
priority than the other two dlmensions? Perhaps the dimensions should be prioritised, with
parcels being packed tightly in high-priority dimensions. This observation is put to use in
the tie-breaking measures discussed Iaterin this section.
All that is Ieftof the original heuristic is the side-touch component, which measures how
much of the surface area of the parcel being placed touches either the side of the
container, or other parcels. This helps create tight, uniform packings with .large usable
spaces, and is clearly still a desirable heuristic measure, Since the other heuristic
components have been removed, the need for a weight falls away, and the heuristic value
used is simply the surface area of the parcel which is in contact with the container or other
parcels:
.)heuristicvalue ::::touchingarea= t
Reducing the heuristic measure to this single component clearly indkates that the new
o ~
algorithm overcomes some of the unnecessary complications found in the original
algorithm, and partially compensated for ~y the addjtio~al measures. Importantly, the side-
touch measure makes use of local,,}nformatiqn only, as required for the O(kalogn)
complexity.
.r-. o
_j ('01 . "
The drawii1Ck of having only one measure making' up the heuristic is that many ties will
rei>"·lt, For example, there ltlfl-ybe a number of potential positions in which the same two
':J .
surfaces of the parcel are ..fully up against other parcels or the container, As discussed
above, this is undesJable.
I.)
To act .as a tie-breaker, and iti an attempt to improve the packing performance of the
algorirhm, the idea of encouraging tighter packing in a priority dimension has been
introduced. The container dimensions are prioritised in inverse order. Ql size. The idea is
that the smallest container dimension is the most precious commodity. When two potential
positions have the same side-touch heuristic value, the better of tne two positions is
determined by how well.each utilises the prioritised dimension.
c-
o!J
If the xr:di.U:Jensionis d~em,~9to have the highest priority, then the position which results in
the parcel h~~ing the smallest upper extent ,i,n the x-dimension, 'is considered the better of
',)
the two. Ifboth positions are still tied, then the position which results inthe parcel having
o '
the smallest lower extent in the x-dimerrsion, is considered the better of the two. If a ti~
/J (.
still exists, then the parcel "extents in the' dimension 'with second highest pJ,iority"':~e
considered. Finally, the third dimellsion is also considered. Note that no two positions can
,tesult ina tie, since this would mean that the positions being compared are the same, and
Q
repeated. potential positions are not stored.
Prioritising the container dimensions also helps to promote more regular packing layouts,
since,layerillg or the formation of bloCls of parcels in the same orientation is 'promoted
due to".the tendency to push all parcels as far as possible in a prioritised dim~1,1sion;
,
Regular packing layouts .are beneficial in a number of ways. Firstly, the nt_r of
potential packing positiont)· is rectuc&f'dllle to entire regions being filled .. Se4ondly, .a
() .. ' , . pc;
regular blo,'(,:kof parcels ~kes lQP%" n?li;gation of the space concerned, \pn~the idea is o
that this local optjmisatiort should help. the overall optimisatiolt Finally, from a practical
II' o_ 2:'._ u
point of view, regular laY~fts are easier to pack and may be usefulif ail of a,,~artic~~ ,
componentl?f,a shipment Isto be unloaded first.
Y,:J o (Y
Figure 3 i~ an example of a. pap!dng, wjth, 5 parcel typ~s, in which no dimension
. Ij '. ,; I'
prlorltisation has beep applied. Th('fesult is a packing layout which'iS clearly ~fragmented'
'.'
and not, suitable ,for prilctical use. The 6 same test case. this time using di:mensi~n
~ 0
prioritisation, is shown in figUre 4:r The lay?ut is clearly more jegular and usab~r' w~il~ the
!i. '. . t'........ (.;2> ~~ i,·.. __ (v _"
percentage container ritilisati~n is increased from 81.10(0 84.'4 percent', o
,y 0 I) >'~~
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1The test data gene~ation technique used is the same as that discussed in the next.chapter
o
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Figure 3 : Example packing (without container dimension prioritisation) showing
inegular, inefficient packing layout1
~J -;;;;, - , I..
Figure 4 : Example p"ck~g~:(usiD~container dimension p).\i~ritisation)showing 'e
Q §. ~
'{regular "grouped layout
o
(\
It\~PhiCS generated using Dorman's container packing graphics to4.1 [Donna? 19921
\ o , '
Testing showed that the pri.oritisation technique discussed above pedbrrne~ better than (r
both the put ..flat ,h~uristic and the method of searching the immediate area around the
previously plac,ed parcel used in the non-discrete drop-searclr algorithm as tie-breakhii
mechanisms (see section 2.2). For this reason both of these tie-breaking mechanisms are"
excluded from the new h€otistic.'; . (.!
o
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CHAPTER.5 ..TESTING
All testing was perforMed on a Silicon Graphics Indy machine with a'MIPS R440.0
C')'
processor.
"
5.1 Test Data Generation
The test data generation technique used is based on that found in [Bischoff et al1995].
The basic parameters used are the container size (ex by;;.».by ('e), the number of parcel
. ,\
types (ptyjJeS), and the range in which the parcel type dimensions must lie (x-dimension in
[Xl0ll"Xhigh], y-dimension in (Y10Il\oYhigh] and z-dimension in [Zlow,Zhigh]). The first step is to
generate the, actual d.im~nsions for: each parcel type, choosing random numbers in the
relevant range. (\
Next the number of parcels of each type is determined using an iterative approach. The
number of each parcel type is initially set to zero. At each step a parcel type Js choJeI;\
randomly. and the number of that type is incremented. This process continues until the
addition of.rhe new parcel would result ill the total volume of all parcels being greater than
the volume of the container. This signals the end of the process, and the counter for that
parcel type is not incremented.
II
The final result is a list of parcels whose summed volume is less than the v~Ii.une p~ the
\. l.. . . . " .. Ji
container by less than the volume of the largest parcel type, This means that a result
showing what percentage of the container has been packed should be alate reflection of
it :. ,
\. ,.!
the performance of the algorithm, and if anythfug gives the algorithm sfighHy less credit
than it deserves.
The test data generation method is especially useful if comparison is to be made
u concerning the packing performance as the number of parcel types is varied, since the
exact number of parcel types can be ,$et for each test data set.
I)
'\l
5.2 General Test Results
if (I
, The first ,tpSf; data set is designed to test the perfonruince of the algorithm with a wide
... \.__..- ,-:) " .. ..;
variety of parcel lists and container sizes. For this purpose, a separate test data ~~twas
! . #
generated for each of the following values ofptyp~s : 1,5, 10, 15'120~25, 30, 35, 401 45 and
50. Each test set (one for each value of Pt),pes) consists :of 1000 t~st cases. The container
sizes used were randomly regenerated for each test case, using theJlllnges [900,1300] for
. " I.«}
x, [1300,1700] for y, and [900,1700] for 1. The parcel dimensions were alsQ:;;l'andoijJly
regenerated for each Jest .case, using the ranges ..[50,3501"for x, [250,450] tor y, and
u
[150,300] for z.
l'
. . .; « « ,,/11
The result cis~ goo& variety of container and parcel sizes, and a sizeable number of test
cases per set. The range of values for Plypes is also broad. Taking the average container size
and average parcel size') the average number of parcels per test case is 1;?6:'With 50
parcels types, the average number of parcels per par~~~tyee is thus less than 3/The result
is an average number of parcels per parcel type which ranges from 136 to less than 3', ,'.
providing a broad test range)' and testing the algorithm under extreme conditions. Figure 5
o
presents the results of the 'general' test set.
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Figure 5 : General test results ..packing performance
\'
It~ ~ignifi~b~r,'that}he high percentage ut~sation ~cw~wed'for 5 PjJcel}~eS',~
maintained and it1facf/~wroved upon. all the W}lY up ~pSQ;parcel t";tpes"~h~ result for one '
I. - _ _I .' _ __ _ _ -', • - -;.'.: _ -/;~: _,.'.•,' ,. _ - ,- _,,'_ >:' _ " _ _ ::
parcel type is noticeably lowft; but still s~g}Y$1luseful,cbntainer utilisation of ,$()%.
)J.~ "_ _ _ _ _. I) 11 _, '\,,_,;_ _.~'
Overall, the utilisation re~wts are remarka~!\~consistent \r.~et a wide 'range (Jf values fO:r'
f
" . ,t'. I ,
\' .J
i. • J - 0
ptypes. -
""
T~e algorithm ~sclearly well suited to,Pfo,?lems ranging from a fe\~J)~~;!ypes to ."~very
higr~umber. Different heuristic parameters or a different,heuristic approach may be better
sUite~~~-~~QblemS with a low Jumber of parc~Wypes, since it seems unlikely that f~is,.,v , I,
inherently more difficult to pack fewer parcel types.
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Figure 6 : General test r'eslllts ..time performance
'.~.
Pigure 6 shows the average executio~ time per test ca~e for the general test results in
Figure .5. Cleady, the more parcel types there are,the longer each packing takes: Ihere are
J", <,.,
two factors which contribute ,;.towards t~s phenomenon. Firstly; "a higher number of
potential positions can result from a higher number of parcel types due to a more irregular
r.
,1packin.g layout.Regularlayouts ten~t~~generate fevVet; positions. An exaniPle of this. is a
d . ~_.;~~
block of parcels all In the same erientation - no potential positions occur within the bl~ck,
The other, and mere significant cause' 'is tlle initialisation of the potential position lists' and
/,/
~l')
I'
if
o
heuristic tree each time a l}ew parcel type is encountered, Insection 3.3.;:,:}the initialisation
- ., "
.step was shown to be O(lmlogn). and the increase in tune shop).dbe linear in k (assuming
'\ ' - " - c ....\ ' ," (?
tb~~n remains constant), as verified by Fi~e 6.
$..3 Tbli~..Performance \
" '\1
/" \
The second data set is designed to demonstrate the O(lllogn) pet1'ormance of the algorithm
with ~~{}n6tallt number of parcel types. For this purpose;"a set of five parcel types was
geIt~rated using the same ~imension range as before. To snow the time perfol'mallpe qr the
algorithm as the value of n chani~'4:he size of the container must he varied, since n is th(}"
vQlume oftl}e cont~er divided by th~ volume Ibf t~~ smallest parcet\The ratio of the sides ,', .~~~~
of the coatainer were. kept constant at 4 !2 :,.3 (x~y;z).For each vaJ.~e"of n, the requ~~ed' .~;!::::o~.:::::~:.:. ratiob3~ on ~ 99J\ainervo_~fn
o 0
Q
Figuze 7 demonstrates the time perfo~!lce of the ::u9pritJUll as thl~ value of 'It is
'lncreasedt
0
and its proximity to ,.the graph of (nlogn I 8(0). The deviati01ls in the graph
" . ",;l G
res111es;:from~he changing resultant packing .layouts. "Different layouts gen~l'ate .,differeftt ()
n~m~~rsofl)Otentialposition:~and different heuristic tree sizes. Importantly, th~~(lontv.iner
iludIfsation achieved starts at 81.7 % and s:limbs above 90%' at n::::3500. 'wfietp 1l remains
.>
for the higher values of n.
o
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5..4 Comparative Test Results
The final test data set uses the same data set parameters used in [Bischoff et ..a1199S1f and
(I
provides comparative performance information. Two problem types are used, both using a
fixed container size of 1200 by 1000 by 1500. Problem type I uses parcel dimension
, "
ranges 01 '{200AOO] for x, [150,350] for y and [100,300] for Z, while otoblem type.Il uses
( )
the wider ranges of [150,4501 for x, [lOO~400]for y and [50,350J for z; For each problem
type, the following values for Ptypes are used: 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20. The test results
presented in (Bischoff et a11995] are based on a test set of 100 test cases p6r variatioq,
'-:1 -" /.
Tests showed that different randomly generated sets of 100 cases using the same
parameters gave performance results differing by ~few percentage po~~ts. To reduce this
,\
problem, data set~ of 1000 cases were used instead. \)
//
1/ (>
:1
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
.p
oFigures 8 and 9 show the c~m.parative results. It 8hould 'be noted that the results in
[Bischoff et al 1995) are given)n"gtaph format, and that the estimat~S of these results
shown in Figures 8 and 9 may. \X:, slightly in~curate, but should be accurate to within one
percentage point. For further comparison, the ~jschoff et al 1995] results show that their
(; .. // ';', . \")
algorithm outperf6rms the Georg~ and Rot.Un~6nalgorithm in all cases.t_;,
( Both graphs clearly show that '~he presented, algorithm outperforms th~ Bischoff et al
;, (;::0
~godthm in all but one case. It is important to note that the Bischoff et al results become
worse as the riumber of parcel types increases, whereas the presented algorithm's results
become better. This is a clear indication that the presented algorithm is better suited to \\
cases where a large number of parcel types is being used. This is as expected, since the
>
Bischoff et al algorithm employs. a layering technique in which layers consisting of up to
"~II, two parcel types are formed ..A ~~ater variety of parcel types makes it dift1cult to 'form
large blocks/walls of one single bo~ type' [Bischoff et al1995]. Also more parcel types
\
increase the likelihood of the packing surfaces becoming fragmented.
(I
i)
"
Another'important observation is that. the, Bischoff e! .al results become worse ",'he,n
moving from type I to ts{pe n probleyns. Once more" this)s a result of the tayer~g
technique, .since a greater vfi~ty of pard~l types mak~s it .more difficult to build efficie~t
layers, and also results "in'I'pacldng surface fragmentation. The presented: algoTithrn~so 0 ~
results, hoWever, are better irOr type, H problems. This is an jL 1cation that the algorithm is
using the potential which a Igt:~a~er~.fu.ietyof parcels has for ,}ltilising awkward remaining "
\:1
eu}'pty space, II
(l~··
The average n111 time pet test case ranged from 0.8 seconds for, n=2 up to 5.5 seconds for
c.
n=20, au increase by a factor ofless than 7:'This is compared to the [Bischoff et a1199S]
algorithm which ranges from 2.0 seconds up to 90 seconds, an increase in time by a factor
of 45. This demonstrates the importance of a low order of ,?omplexity.
1\. Ii ;)
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CriA,PTER 6 ..FUTURE WORK
o
This chapter oatlines ideas for future research resulting from the work pe'rfonned in
developing the aigoritlli,n presented, and the subsequent discussion above.
6..1l\1ore efficient balanced tree implementation
The red-black balanced-tree implementatton used deals with deletions by simply marking
the relevant node as deleted. This creates many useless nodes in the tree, and a more
sophisticated dehtion method would improve the efficiency of the algorithm m terms of
memory usage and time.
6.2 Marje readabl~\stowage plans
~ "The stowage plans gellG\rat(:d,,·by the algorithm are not always suitable for practical use,
since they'may be too complid~ted or 'untidy' to be understood or seriously considered. It
these situations, it may be pre.ferable to sacrifice volume utilisation ..for a more regular,
• I,: ", (:~ ()
neater result, One possible appr()ach is to give higher heuristic values to positions in which
Ii "
h .1::;'
the parcel shdtes corner position;~ with and ha; the same orientation as other parcels of the
same type. Another approach is l\liscussed in the next section.
6.3 ,Ablocking approach
The second stage ofthe non-discrete drop-search algorithm discussed in Section 2.2 can
be adapted and applied to the new algorithm. This would require. many deletions from the
heuristic tree at regular intervals during the operation of the algorithm. With reference to
the discussion in section 6.1, a more sophisticated balanced tree dealing with deletions in a
more efficient way should be implemented before tIus stage is attempted.
o 0
c
(.'
T.h~ second ;tage of th~;lion~djscl'ete mop-search algorithm aims to pla& parcels of the " C
cs, --7
'same type in large blocks to pror.luce'light~ efficient packlngs, ®d readable stowage pums
ther are more practical in real situations. Due to this block forml4tion approach, the second
stage is more likelYJo perform in a similar manner to the layering approaches of Bischoff
<, et al and Gehring et al discussed above. Thus, this stage would probably perform better
, \;)
for fewer parcel types, since the spaces generated tend to be less fragmented and more
suitable for }al'ge bl~ckS of 'parcels. In this way,. the second stage may bring the r:~ts for
fewer parcel types up to the standard achieved for higher numbers. of parcel typv4( \__-~
" . ., ("?{1 '0
6:4 Modifyblg the heuristic
A number of mgdifications to the algorithm have been briefly rexperhnentt;\:d with. One
such modification is to always include the positions immediately ~ttoUl1da p1~c~d parcel as
potential positions, regardless of whether support is found ill the X and 'Y dinlensions
o
"(sl~pport must still be present in the z dimension), The idea here is. to promote tight blocks
! .:;,
of'parcels, which should improve th~ performance of the algorithm for fewer parcel types,
'_'.., . -\\. ',. . -':>' ',':. .:" ".... " . ::';0' ,', ';". _ " ... _':. "_ . . (,_ . '~'
and help promote more readable stowage plans. A shnilar idea is to always choose a"
pos4ion around the most recently placed parcel, as long as the Jie~ristic value-associated 0 n
with\he best of these is greater or ~qua1 to the position's just used. The 'Iput-flat" ll~uristi'C
'I "
discus~ed in section 2.2 is a further f.nodification t4at could be made; Once more this
II
heuristi~ i$ ffiPecifically a!~edat packing lists of fewer parcel type~.
\_~ i~ t:1
'\
1'1
Clearly there are a number of modifications that could be made which s}lo"4Jdimprove:the
c 0
performance of the algorithm for fewer pal'<;.pltypes.
;} \' -1\
6.5 A compound heuristic
l)
The tie-bre~g methods used':6y th~);tlgorithm are open to variation, and a '~1UmDerof
'If
additional measures, have been discussed above. There was some indication that different
combinations of these measures produced significantly different results for individual test
cases. This suggests that a parcel list be packed two or three times using different heuristic
., ) \.
. variations, with the best result befug chosen. Anothet possibility, more suitable. when
response time is important, is to choose suitab~;:,~t\1rlstic parameters according to the
)
parcel list (e.g, use the blocking approach discussed ..' section 6.3 if there are fewer parcel
types).
,'\
n·/1
6.6 Human ..computer co..operative work
The algorithm of Gehring et al relies oa the packibg v;erseer to pack parcels into spaces
(
resulting from the combination of adjacent spar~~,:ispaces [Gehring et al1990]. In this way
the oyerseer and the algorithm work together to provide the final solhtioll. Dowsland and
Dcwsland conclude that any good solution technique for packittg must incorporate a
decision support system,(riSS) [Dowsland and Dowsland 1992]. This will allow individual
users to tune the perforrsance of the algorithm according to specific requirements and
The work of Aspoas and Dorman incorp\;;rates human intervention and a decision support
system in the form of a heuristic value reported to the user when ateernpting to place a
"
parcel manually, and shows how the user andthe heuristic ~an worktogether to provide ~
better solutions than eitl.~" can"by itself [Dorman 1~~2][Aspoas 1992]. A further aspect of .. ,
this system is a visualisation tool which incorporates graphical representations of the
current packing, parcels being. moved around the container by the user, and of empty
space which may be difficuft for 'chCilJ.$e;t:'u [Dorman 1992].
49
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!'}.(1
The new algorithm Cali' be extended and integrated with the eXi~ting system discussed
above. The fact thatthe algorithm places one parcel at a time means that the human would
~. . . .. .
be able to intervene at any time, with the algorithm continuing after modifications/aave
been made. The state cif the p-cubes and heuristic f!I~e would have teo be maintained during
the human, intervention phase, so that the algoritl,un could continue at any time. The
Q algorithms. developed above contain tke required functionality to perform this task. PI).
I)
further extension of the decision SUpp01t system could allow the user to search through all
the possible positions stored in the heuristic tree, in ordet' o{preference., and to make the
"desired choice.
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CIIAPTER 7 - CONCLUSION
The new packing algorithm presented has clearly met its objective of being an efficient)
o
fully three-dimensional algorithm suited to 'many parcel type' problems. The results for
few parcels types are also very favourable. and the algorithm"can be considered as suitable
'1 0 •
for any number of parcel types. The comparative test results, using recently published
results, show that the algorithm ':Provides excellent container utilisation.
" . r 0
The c6mplexity of the algorithm lla$ been reduced to O(knlogn), and actual run times have
':
b~en greatly reduce9, making the algorithm suitable f~r large packing problems.
,_) (_J .i->:
r;~
u 7
(\Probably the greatest drawback of the a1g0rithm~s that ~l.l~tidytpacking l\,lyouts may reftult ("
t:
for, problems with many parcel types. To what extent this is inherent in the problem, is
unsure,
1hOUgh suitable as a stand-alone system, the algorithm has malntained it suitability for
human interaction, due t~ the sequential placement of parcels. and the ability to oontinne
\'
from any given pomt d4f. g a packing activ~,r'.
, "v~' \\
~ ~
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